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University of Chicago Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions:
8.0in. x 5.3in. x 0.7in.You learn dat dis world dont love negar! And negar dont make for dis world!
Zachariahs mother warned him when he was still a boy. Yet, poor and abominably ugly, the
Jamaican fisherman grasps lovingly for life, though the worst forces of nature conspire against
him. Washed far out to sea in the night, Zachariah is attacked by a hammerhead shark, scorched
by the Caribbean sun, hurled about by the sea which both frightens and entices him, and confused
by his own encroaching madness. In a rare weave of humor and sadness, Zachariah forces himself
to reflect on his life and the strangeness of chance, on anything but his place as a small man in a
fragile boat in the boundless sea. Still on land are the villagers, the woman, and the sons who
comprise life for Zachariah. While he struggles with the forces of nature, the natural faith of the
villagers encounters the incapacity for belief of the troubled English doctor. As the superstitions and
certainties of Jamaican life and the consequences of science meet, Winkler reveals a rich
understanding of the precarious...
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This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en-- Lynn Lindg r en

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I have read through and i also am confident that i will likely to study again once again in the future. I am
very happy to tell you that here is the best pdf i have read through in my personal existence and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Ma belle Tillm a n-- Ma belle Tillm a n
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